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CHANGES IN THE CONSTITUTION AND MICRO-

STRUCTURE OF ANDALUSITE, CYANITE' AND

SILLIMANITE AT HIGH TEMPERATURES

AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE IN IN-

DUSTRIAL PRACTICE*

Alsrnr B' Pocr, Uniaersity oJ Mi'chi'gan

Abstract

O'wing to their growing commercial importance in the manufacture of refraeto-

ries and porcelain, tfr" -i""tnit of the sillimanite group (andalusn:' 
?1ltl::,'111

sillimanite) were investigai"J ut t their decomposition products and voltme

changes between cones 10 and 15'

Petrographi.-*i.ro,.opit'i*u"i"utio"' showed that andalusite breaks down at

cone 13 into mullite and -*;, ;iil;te also breaks down into the same com-

ponents but at cone 12, Sillimanite is not decomposed up to cone 15' Thg com-

-poririon 
oI the mullite was checked by chemical analysis'

Andalusite .t o*, ut*o'iti-uoto*" tnu"g" at dissociation; sillimanite' th"Y:':

slight expansion up to cone-G; tyu"it" showi a great erpansion and disintegratron

* qiT;;1|t:,1;al 
significance of the behavior oI the mi:rerals is discussed as well as

their possibilities for use ;;;;;;te' Andalusite could be used in the raw

state; cyanite would require calcination belore use' so that andalusite appears to

be best suited for most bodies'

INTRODUCTION

As a result of heating at high te

pheric Pressure' many alumini

andalusite, cyanite' toPaz, dumot

or break down into other substar

is a crystalline comPound whic

interpreted as artificially produce

AlOs'SiOz. A knowledge of the c

tion takes Place is verY imPorta

these rninerals in industrial proce

trimorPhous grouP of the minerr

*unit", wittr i'vttictr this investigation is concerned'
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Tnruonpmslr ol AlzOr.SiO,
The compound AlzOs.SiOz is

three minerals, andalusite. c\
referred to in the literature as thr
while of the same emprrical <
graphically Two of them, andalu
rhombic in crystallization, forming somewhat. similar. crystals whichhowever, can be difierentiated by ,h" ;.curate measurement oftheir interfacial angles. The third mineral, cyanite, is tlclinic;having a typrcal crystal form and certain 

".;y 
;irri";;r"" pnil.aproperties. The optical constants of these minerals, however,allow complete differentiation to be made.

Goor,octcal Asppcr oF rHE Tnruongursat or AlzOa.SiOg
fnversion in dimorphous or trimorphous groups of mineralsmay bear an important relation to the conditions auring the forma_tion of the rocks in which they occur. fn iact, inversion has some_times been interpreted as indicating th"; rocks containing theseminerals must have been formed belJw certain temperatures.- Thisis. true of the minerals of the .itti_u.rit. group. For example,Veriradskyr concludes, as a result of his experiments, that cyanitemust have been formed at a temperature not exceeding 1330" C.However, great pressures are almost certain to accompany therock-forming processes under which the minerals of the silrimanitegroup are produced. Furthermore, Vernadsky does 

"", "pp.r. 
i"have considered the probable 

"f..t "i 
ifr"se pressures upon themodification of polymorphous minerals.

.From the geogicar standpoint, the type of rocks in which theseminerals occur leaves no doubt that" iiese minerals have beenformed under different conditionr u"J ,rruirrrey therefore might beexpected to react difierently when heated. For example, sillimaniteis frequently found tr"u, ih" .o"t*t- oi' ig.r"orr. intrusions withclay rocks, whrle farther away from the contact and in the samerock andalusite is sometimes noted. fn nature, srllimanite is
ite and andalusite toward heat.
te the case under the artificial

to be ample evidence that great
the formation of cyanite. Van

ed in the zone of anamorphism,
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specific gravity.- 
Moreover, the type of rocks with which it is usually associated: is

another indication that cyanite is formed under greater pressures

than sillimanite or andalusite. Cyanite is usually associated with

mica.or quartz-mica schists which 'represent some of the most

intensely metamorphosed, folded, or compressed rocks'

On the other hand, if the results of laboratory experiments are

accepted, cyanite is the least stable toward heat and was formed at

the lowest temperature of any of these minerals'r This, however:'

would be a rather bold statement to make without qilalifications;

especially in view of the meager state of our experimental knowledge

of the effect of high p..rrrr." upon the formation of .minerals'l 
''

- 
INlusrRrAL Aspacr oF THE INvesucarlol

A crystalline constituent having optical properties very similar

to sillimanite has been observed as one of the components of many

ceramic wares for a long time. This constituent has usually been

referred to as "artificial sillimanite." It was also a commonly

known fact that the good qualities of many porcelains were due'

at least in part, to the formation of thrs compound' Accordingly'

the development of any method or the use of any material which

increases the amount of this compound in the ware necessarily

but rather, is 3AlzOg'2SiOz. Their work showed that the two com-

pounds are not only similar chemically but also strikingly similar

optically.
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fn order to eliminate the necessity of making an ,,artificral

srllimanite" to be introduced into the body, the lolical procedure

undoubtedly, andalusite will be used in the Juture for other pur-
poses as well.

_ As a result of the discovery of this new deposit, ,a knowledge of
the temperatures or points at which the different members of the
sillimanite group break down is. important from the industrial
standpoint in thred ways.

First, it is desirable to kriow in each instance, what products are
formed as a result of the breakdown of these minerals. This must

PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATION

The purpose of the present investigation is not to establish. the
exact temperatures at which andalusite, cyanite, and sillimanite
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laboratory devoted to pure science.

HlSTORICAL

A review of the literature reveals the fact that the investigations

natural minerals.

Mnrnops Usno RNp rnB CnnNcrs Iuvor'vBl
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lVrany mineralogists record that andaltisite does not lose its
original compactness but simply whitens.. Tthe same is true of
sillimanite.
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Psvstc.qr-cuEMrcAr-oPTICAL Marnon-Much credit for the

connection.
One of the earliest investigations using the physical-chemical-

optical method was conducted on the system AlrOa-SiOr'8 The

,"rolts of this work seemed to indicate that there was onJy one

gompound of AlgOs and SiOz; namely, AlzOg'SiOz, corresponding

in most of its optical properties to the natural mineral sillimanite'

Certain minor discrepencies somewhat difficult of explanation were

observed. Thus, it was never possible to obtain the compound in a

perfectly pure state, small amounts of glass always being presen-t'

Also, the refractive indices of the artificial crystals were distinctly

lower than those of the natural mineral. Owing to the fact that
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undergo changes to another form, probably to silljmanite. The
exact temperatures of the changes were not definitely determined,
except that they are somewhere between 11500 and tsoo'c. various
fluxes apparently decomposed the minerals before the change took
place. They were not, however, able to verify the statem;t that
when andalusite undergoes this change an evolution of heat occurs.

The work on the system AlrOa_SiOz was quite generally accepted
untrl recently when Bowen and Greig, in a re.visitn of this ,yrt..,
showed that the former conception was inaccurate, and that al-
though there was but one compound formed between AlzOa and
SiOz, it is not AlzOa.SiO2, but rather 3Al2O3.2SiO2. From the melt
of mixtures of the two oxides in thes'e proportions only one com_
ponent results, which is entirely crystailine and possesses the optical
constants previousl'y assigned to the "sillimanite" of the earlier
work on the same system. The establishment of this fact immediate_
ly explained the discrepancies in the earlier study, such as the lower
refractive indices of the so-called artificial sillimanite and the pres-
ence of excess glass in the melt of the 1:1 mixture.

Furthermore, Bowen ancl Greig showed that at 1545oC. natural
sillimanite melts incongruently and breaks down into 3Al2Os.2SiO2
and 

-excess siliceous glass. At the same time they examined tlre
"sillimanite" which had been produced in ceramic ware of various
kinds and found that in each case it was not AlzOa.SiOz but the
new compound 3AlOa.2SiOz. Subsequently, this new compound
was also found to exist in certain fused argillaceous rocks and was
given the name mullite.e Thus, although tle compound AI2OB.SiO,
exists jn nature in three difierent crystalline for-s, none of them
have yet been produced in the laboraiory.

SrrrrMeNrrp auu Mururr rN Cpnaulc Wanp

As already pointed out, the presence of a crystalline compound,
having properties very similar to those of sillimanit., has be.r,
recorded in ceramic literature for about fifty years. Since its
presence was first noted the occurrence of this compound in ceramic
bodies has been studied from many angles. Its importance in lend_
ing valuable properties to the ware has tecome recognized more and
more until recently a microscopic description of a ceramic body was
not considered complete without some reference to the so-called
sillimanite.
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"sillimanite" in Chinese and.Berlin porcelains'

pot walls bY the glass.
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However, as already mentioned, it remained for Bowen arrd
Greig to point out that the "sillimanite" in all the bodies examined
by them was not of the composition AlzOs.SiOz, but 3AlzOs.2SjOz,
now called artificial mullite. They were also fortunate in obtaining
from an outside source some well crystallized 3Alros.2SiO2, which
was used to measure accurately both the crystallographic and
optical constants and to show its very close similarity to natural
sillimanite.

METHOD USED IN THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION

Owing to the accurate and detailed information available on the
compounds developed in the system AhOa- SiO, as worked out at
the Geophysical Laboratory, the method used for the preparation of
the samples and later identification of the resulting products was
comparatively simple, involving four steps as follow:

1. Powdered samples of the raw materials were firlt fired to
predetermined temperatures in open crucibies.

2. A careful petrographic-microscopic examination of each of
these burns was made, using the method of immersed grains.

3. The crystalline products formed from andalusite and cyanite
were analyzed chemically, affording evidence in addition to the
work of Bowen and Greig on sillimanite.

4. Determinations were made of the changes in specific gravity
between the unfired and fired minerals.

MBruoo oF FIRING

The kiln in which the minerals were burned is a large laboratory
kiln designed by the Champion Porcelain Company for research
work and for the accurate reproduction of conditions in full sized
kilns. It is of the down-draft type.

In overall size it is 8 feet high, 6 feet wide, and 4 feet 6 inches
deep. The chamber is 3 feet 6 inches high, 3 feet 6 inches wide, and
1 foot 6l/2 inches deep, and has a capacity of seven 15.inch
by S-inch saggers. Thermoelement pyrometer control is provided
through several openings. Cone 32 may be fused in this kiln (about
1705'C.) .

The minerals were fired in small open crucibles, each containing
about five grams of material. Two series of firings were made, after
the manner of draw trials. The first series of drawings was started
at cone 8 and continued every two cones thereafter, inclusive of
cone 16.
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rising, falling, or remaining stationary'

According to the standard scale, cone t has a fusion point of

1150oC. and each succeeding cone is 20oC' higher' The following

table indicates the theoretical fusion temperatures from cones 10

to 15.
Cone 10 1330'C

11 1350
12 1370
13 1390
l+ 1410
15 1430

tions described later were carried out'
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE MATERIAL USED

A. ANDALUSITE

The andalusite which was used in these firings came from the
mine owned by the Champion porcelain Company and located on
White Mountain, of the Inyo Range, Mono County, California.
A.complete description of the .ryrdilog.uphy and -irr"rutogf ot
this andalusite has been given elsewhere-.20

Since the andalusite, as received from the mine, is in the form of
large fragments, it was necessary to crush it and then to grind the
coarse granules without water to a fine powder in a pebble'mill. As
it was not desired to use the material in a body, and as grains of any
size could be studied on the microscope slide, no attemlt was made
to screen and size it. The powder consisted of abouig0 per cdnt
andalusite with minor amounts of pyrophyllite, mica, cor.,rrdn_,
and rutile.

Tup Er,lrcr or Frnrnc

The above powder,-after being fired as previously indicated, was
subjected to a careful petrographic-microscoprc examination with
results which follow.

. 
At c-one 10 the only apparent outward change is a slight consolida_

tion of the powder into a firm but quite brittle _urrl Th. _i.ro-
scopical examina.tion shows no change in the andalusite ;;r.They still remain clear and retain ail thiir original optical prop'..ri...

The plbtes of mica have decomposed into masses of exceedingly
linyte rounded grains embedded in a glassy matrix, arrd are q.rite
similar in appearance to the products ii tt 

" 
breakdown u, it=r,,rt

9..yI. in kaolin upon hard firing. These granular masses ,hor,r, ,ro

*** 
refraction and both constituents 

-are 
too fine grained to

roentrlv.

At cones 11 and 12 therestill is no outward change in the appear_
ance of the firings, nor is there any change in the opticaf proi"rti",
oJ the andalusite grains. 

_ 
Due to the hilher temperature of firing,

the plates of mica show the grains resurting from the ut""r.i"*, t""
be somewhat enlarged. Some of these graiis are slightly elongateJ,
the long direction being perpendiculai to the original'clea**-;
the mica. Although they are stin too minute for complete ia"r,in..-
tion, their optical elongation can be determined as negative.
(Figures 1 and 2).
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With an increase to cone 13, the mass in the crucible is a distinctly

firmer body than in previous burns, a slight amount of sintering

having taken Place'---ffti.".or.opically, 
the andalusite also is noticeably altered' about

half the gruit, showing the changed character' As is to be expected'

most of the smaller grait" are 
-decidedly 

altered while the larger

ones may be only puriiutty affected and even in some cases entirely

unafiected. The change in the andalusile fragments is apparently

due to a breakdown irrio t*o components' One of these is crystalline

and. more abundant, while the other is a glass and minor in amount'

The crystallir,. .o*pot'"nt occurs as elongated :Itt"tt l::111:I
to each other throughout the whole grain where it is compretety

decomposed, so that extinction between crossed nicols is complete

over the whole grain at the same time' Opticallv'.the. indices--of

refraction are, 'Y:1.657 and a:l'643' The elongation rs posrtrve

onaccountof ther-u l l r i r "of thecrysta ls ,otheropt ica lpropert ies
could not be determined' These facis indicate that the crystalline

compound formed. is artificial mullite, 3AlzOs'2SiOz' described by

Bo*en and Greig, and which they determined to be the decompo-

.iiion proau.t ,-"r,rttit'g from the heating of natural sillimanite

above 1545oC. Rs utrZuay indicated, this compound' heretofore

.oppor"a to be artificial siltimanite, was also found by them in

.r.u-i. *ut". (Figures 3 and 4)'

The second comPonent is isotrc

Iine as far as can be determined'

fractive index is slightly variabl

character of the imPurities Pres

solution. In general, the index

Bowen and Greig, this glass is Prol
As previouslY mentioned, not

to this mixture of crYstals and 1

be observed at an intermediate s

parallel crvstals around the oute

The crystals in the fragment ar

but they ur" purutt"ith?oughoot, without regard to the partof the

grain in which they o..rr,'" The border consisting of crystals and

glass does not have a. definite boundary but passes irregularly and

imperceptibly into unaltered andalusite at the center' Of interest

also is the fact that it'" t'yttut' which have {ormed in the andalusite

;;;i; "t" 
of opposite opiicat orientation from the original grain'

(Figures 5 and 6).
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B. CYANITE

Tun EruBcr or FrnrNc
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lusite but are too far underdevelopetl to make irlentification certain'

will take place.

When fired to cone 12, the powder loses some of its color and

assumes an external upp"u,u"t" slightly difierent from that of the

preceding burn' S*ooit, glistening cieavage surfaces are also less

constitution.
Themicroscopicexaminationrevealsthatthebreakdown'which

was well started at cirne 12, has been entirely completed on the

largest fragments. It shows, however, a more complete and definite
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C. SILIMANITE

Tnr Erlpcr ol Frnnvc
The firing was carried out in the same manner as for the othertwo members of the group.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF ARTIFICIAL MULLITE
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produced in the burning of various types of ceramic ware' and

showed that these, too, were the same as mullite except that small

amounts of FezOe and TiOz which had been taken into solid solution

increased the indices of refraction of the crystals noticeably and

also produced a violet or pink pleochroism'

Since the optical p,op""i"' of the crystals.formed by the dissocia-

tion of and,alusite and cyanite are very srmrlar to those of mullite'

chemical analyses oti tft"* were mad'e' The chief obstacle en-

countered in determining the composition of these crystals was due

to their very minute ,i,J' tni' not only renders it difficult to free

them from tt 
" 

ua*i*"d silica glass but appears to make the

crystals themselves t.'y 'o""pt*iUt" to decomposition in cold

hydrofluoric acid.

In the preliminary examination the crystals were exposed to-cold

fryit"n""ti. acid for one week, the fired material having been

previously ground to u 
"aty 

fine powder' This treatment resulted

in the complete decomposiiion of the crystals as well as the silica

;i";. nin'atly, the method used by Vernadsky and adapted by

Bowene was followed, allowing the powder to stand in 25 per cent

hydrofluoric acid over night at room temperature' After the crystals

were freed from excess 
"acid 

by repeated decantations' they were

finally filtered off. Treated' in this manner both the andalusite and

cyanite burns gave fairly pure residues of mullite crystals' The

for-e. contained' appreciable amounts of corundum' some un-

dissociated a.rdalrsiie', rutile, and a little glass, while the latter

showed a slight decomposition of the crystals and a very Iittle

corundum.
Tle results of the chemical analyses given in the table below

confirm the oPtical evidence'

courosrrrowny,i":,'#'."**t;:i#"o"*o[n.o,,"tii1l]or

siog (corrected) ;t;; 27 t7 
'ot?oi''3tto'

AlzOr ' 68.02 72'63 7l '8

Corundum 1'50 l '39

Rutile l '77

Thus, it is quite apparent that the agreement between the

a.ralyr.s and the theoietical composition is suftciently close to

warrant tfr" .o*porili* of the crysials being placed at 3AlzOa:2SiOz'

The more siliceous character of ihose obtained from the andalusite
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CHANGES IN SPECIFIC GRAVITY AS A RESULT OF FIRING

Specific Gravity
Unfred Fired to cone 15Andalusite

Cyanite
Sillimanite

3 . 2 9
3 .59
J . l . )

3 .20
3.09
2 .92

. 
It-is quite apparent that cyanite is most affected as a result ofheating, while sillimanite is afiected -.r.hl.r, and andarusite leastof all.

. 
T.fe dggease in. specific gravity in andalusite and cyanite isattributable direct$r to the dirso.iatiorr. In sillimanite, however,no dissociation is apparent m_icroscopically. The change, therefore,would seem to be due to the p.ojrrctio., of fine _i.ror.opi. o,submicroscopic cracks caused ny ine natural thermal 

""purrrioi 
*iitincreasing temperature or, perhaps *"r" lik;t ;r;ii;;f;;H;changes in the associated mirreri'b *ii.t *.r" present in smallamounts.

SUMMARY OF CHANGES DURING FIRING
The results of the changes in constitution, microstructure, and.volume of the members oithe..iili-";i;;;roup when fired up tocone 15 may be briefly summarized as folloirs.
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ANoer.usrro-From the evidence furnished by the petrographic-

microscopic examination of the various burns it is certain that,

under the cond.itions detailed, andalusite breaks down rather

expansion taking place.

CvaNrrn-The change in cyanite does not appear to be as abrupt

as in andalusite. The increase in the cleavage cracks crossing the

length of the fragments and' the incipient formation of fibrous

..ir-rtul, seem to indicate that at cone 11 a point is being approached

where *arked changes will occur. These changes actually occur at

cone 12, but the microscopic changes are more pronounced than the

megascopic appearance would indicate.

The same components are formed as in andalusite; namely'

mullite and interstitial glass; but these constituents have developed

areas in the same grain. Adjacent areas interlock more or less with

each other.
There is a very marked increase in volume at the dissociation

point, much greater than that which takes place in andalusite'

Slrr,Iunxtrn-sillimanite shows no change megascopically or

microscopically, inclusive of cone 15. This is in complete accord

with the observations of Bowen and Greig'

The volume change is not as great as in cyanite, but is greater

than that of andalusite. Because no dissociation is observable

microscopically, it seems probable that it is due in part to the

formption of cfacks prod'uced by thermal expansion or to the

associated minerals.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CHANGES

MoNornoprsM AND Cpnaurc Wann
rt has been shown that the minerals of the sillimanite group break

down at certain points rarith accompanying mineraiogical and
volume changes. This brings up a factor which is of exireme im_
portance from the practical standpoint, that of monotropism and
its relation to ceramic ware.

rf minerals undergo change or inversion to a different crystalline
substance of identical chemical composition when heated below
their melting or disintegration points, the change may be of two
kinds;that is, it maybe a terhporaryor a permanent change, fn the
case of a temporary change, where the original crystallinelondition
returns when the mineral is cooled, it is referred to as enantiotropic.
If the change is permanent, the mineral is said to be monotropic in
its reaction toward heat. fn either case the change may be .ufid o,
slow, a quality inherent in the substance itself.

Tr* Srr.rca Mrnnner.s-A classic example of enantiotropism
and one which has a distinct bearing on the ceramic industiy is
that of the mineral quartz.zz When quartz is heated or cooled a
number of crystalline lorms (seven in ali) may be produced, depend-
ing upon the temperature and time factors. The more impoitant
of these inversions may be conveniently expressed in the foilowing
table. The inversion from the a- to the B- form of the same mineral
is usually rapid while the change from one mineral to another is
much slower.

a-quartza2 p_q.uartz 570_575.C, rapid
p-quartz;2 prtridymite g70o , slow
prtridymite?2 p-cristobalite 1420o . slow
p-cristobaliteal gliss l7l0o

In the absence of a flux the change Irom p2_ tridymite to B-
cristobalite is easier than that from B-quar tz b Az_ftidymite; hence,
we frequently find that p-quartz may invert to p_cristobalite with_
out passing through the gz-tridymite stage. This is what happens
ordinarily rn the original burning of silica bricks. The tridymite
develops in them in large measure subsequent to, rather than
before, the formation of cristobalite, under conditions of long
continued heating at some temperature above g70oC and belori
1470"C.2s Moreover, the greatest expansion in silica bricks takes
place when qtJartz inverts to one of the tridymite or cristolalite
forms. Thus, although the silica minerals are enantiotropic, the
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reversion is so slow that once inversion has been accomplished to

tridymite or cristobalite, the ware takes on practically a monotropic

character.
Tun Srr,r-ruANrrE GRouP MAY BE CoNsIDERED AS EssBNrter'r'v

MoNornoplc-As has been previously shown, when any of the

members of the sillimanite group are subjected to heating to

certain temperatures which vary with the different minerals' each

one breaks up into two substantes. One is artificial mulXite of the

composition gAtrorzsior. The other is a glass of a highly siliceous

nature occurring as interstitial matter between the crystals' The

crystalline substance formed in each .ase appaietttly has the same

co-position. This is also true of the glass' Strictly speaking'

therefore, we cannot say that the members of the sillimanite group

are monotropic in character because they break down and yield two

substances differing in chemical composition from that of the

original mineral. Ho*.rr.., neither under conditions of slow or

rapid cooling do these two compounds unite to form one compound

having the froperties of any member of the sillimanite group but

they remain unchanged. Therefore, for all practical purposes'

from the ceramic standpoint, the members of the sillimanite group

may be considered as monotropic toward heat' Although consisting

of i*o compounds, the end product is the same in all cases'

TnB Pnacrtcer- StcxIl'rcANCE ol rHE CnnNcns

Tur IuponrANcE ol MoNorRoPrsM IN Cpnarnc Wnnn-One

of the chief requirements of ceramic ware is that it must be mono-

tropic, or practically so, toward heat. This is especially true in the

case of refractories. If a ceramic body is not monotropic' the

oscillation or alternation of conditions would cause variadions in

the physical properties of some or all of the constituents of the

,.ir*tory o, otlr., body to meet those conditions' Thus' undue

expansion or contractio.t *uy be produced by a change in mineral-

og'ical .o-position. . Hence, ihe special monotropic character of the

siili-arrite group, after burning to the cones indicated, is particular-

Iy valuable to the ceramist.
TnB IuponrANcE ol Voruup CueNcBs-In this connection'

also, the volume changes occurring in andalusite, cyanite' and

sillimanite may be of as freat significance as the actual mineralogical

changes in the practical use of these minerals' Thus, if cyanite were

usedln a body, it would show a large and sudden -expansion at
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Thus, from the standpoint of changes in volume produced by
firing, and the development of artificial mullite, andalusite is the
most desirable of the three minerals for use in ieramic ware.

CONCLUSIONS
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2. Andalusite dissociates at about cone 13, (approximately

1390oC), and cyanite at about cone 12 (approximately 1370'C)'

The breakdown in each case is sharp and only extends over a small

range in temperature.
3. The microstructures developed in andalusite and cyanite

below cone 15 are entirely different and characteristic'

4. Andalusite shows only a slight change in volume at its

dissociation point, practically no disintegration or expansion being

noticeable even in large fragments. Hence, it may be introduced

into a body rvithout previous calcination.

5. Cydnite shows a great increase in volume at its elissociation

point accompanied by marked disintegration. This is so pronounced

that unless calcined at a minimum of at lifustrcod'es 12 or 13 previous

to its introduction into a body; a weak and porous prcduct would

result.
6. Due to the interlocking structure of the crystal areas pro-

rluced in the breakdown of cyanite, it is possible that cyanite

might give a stronger body mechanically than one of the same

composition made by using andalusite. Previous calcination

however, would be necessary.
7. Sillimanite can probably be introduced directly into a body

with but little disturbance up to cone 20, but in order to convert it

into mullite it'would be necessary to fire it higher than cone 201

Furthermore, it would be necessary to fire such a body to a still

higher temperature in ordei to produce one of constant volume'

8. Unless cyanite has been. ilreviously calcined, andalusite and

sillimanite are more desirable because of the great expansion'of

cyanite at its decomposition point.

9. Between cones 13 and 15, andalusite should be given prefer-

ence over sillimanite because decomposition has been accomplished

tion; and. (d) in rts lack of decided volume change at dissociation'
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Fig. 1 Andalusite, cone
12. Note the clearunaltered
grains. The black grains
are mica which has decom.
posed. Magnification 90;

Fig. 2. Same field as
Fig. 1 taken with crossed
nicols. Note the strong
double refraction of the
andalusite.

Fig. 3. Andalusite, cone
13. Note that many of the
grains are clouded and have
a somewhat f ibrous ap-
pearance due to decompc-
sition with the formation
of fibrous crystals of mul-
lite with interstitial glass.

Magnification 90.
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Fig. 4. Andalusite, cone

13. The grain in the center

of the preceding photc-
graph magnified to 315

times, showing the detail

of the parallel fibers of

mullite extending across

the grain.

Fig. 5. Andalusite, cone
13. Showing a grain having
decomposed  bo rde r  o f
fibrous crystals and glass,

with a clear unaltered
center. Magnification 315.

Fig. 6. Same field as Fig.
5 taken with crossed nicols.
Note the strong double re-
fraction lof the unchanged
center and weaker double
refraction of the fibrous
border.
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Fig. 7. Andalusite, cone
14. Showing all grains to be
decomposed to aggregates
of parallel fibers as con-
trasted to the partial de-
composition of some of the
grains in the cone 13 burn,
Fig. 3. Magnification 165.

Fig.8. Cyanite, cone 10.
Note the clear undecom-
posed grains and cleavage
cracks. The black grains
are mica as in lFig. 1.
Magnification 90.

Fig. 9. Same field as
Fig. 8, showing the strong
double refraction of cyanite.
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Fig. 10. Cyanite, cone

12. Showing athigh magni-

fication the intimate detail

of a grain of decomPosed

cyanite. Note that the

fibrous crystals are not

parallel as compared to

those in decomPosed anda-

lusite (Figs. 3 and 4), but

are intricately interlocked.

The clear grain is quartz.

Maenification 315.

Fig. 11. Same field as

Fig. 10 taken with crossed

nicols. Note the mottled

appearance of the large

grain in the center, due to

variously oriented groups

oI 6bers. Some are in ex-

tinction, while others are

light.
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